A Super Card Game of Justice
for 2-6 Crime Fighting Superheroes!
By: John Reyman
Heroic Stuff: 22 regular and 5 advanced Villainy Cards, 133 regular and 2 advanced Super Cards, as well as these spiffy rules!
Mission: Defeat the most Villainy and save The City from the evil by serving up a slice of righteous combat pie!
Setup: Let fate choose the Anti-villainy (player) to go first (cut the Villainy deck and highest value becomes the first player; roll a die;
paper-rock-scissors; whatever you heroes can agree on!) That player shuffles the Villainy Cards and sets them in the center of the table
forming the Villainy Deck. Next they shuffle the SuperCards and deal 8 to each player. Each player then checks to see that they have
at least 1 HERO or SIDEKICK (see CARD TYPES below) in their hand. If they do not, they give their cards back and are dealt 8 new
cards. Repeat this process. Once everyone has a HERO or SIDEKICK in hand, the first player shuffles the remaining SuperCards and
places them in the center of the table forming the SuperDeck! If you ever run out of SuperCards, shuffle the discards and make a new
SuperDeck!
Thwarting Evil: Each player’s turn is broken down into 3 easy-to-master steps to greatness.

1 – Stand Vigilant
2 - Patrol For Evil
4 – Form the Ying to Villainy’s Yang (Discarding)

3 – Battle Evil!
Okay, so 4 steps…

Standing Vigilant: During this phase, draw your hand to 8 cards if you have fewer than 8 cards in your hand (it is possible to have
8, or more, so do not draw cards if you do – Heroes don’t cheat!). Hear the call and answer it by placing a HERO and/or
SIDEKICK into play at this time! (it is usually a good idea!) If you have a HERO or SIDEKICK in play and you play another one,
you must discard the one in play first. You may only have one HERO and one SIDEKICK in play at a time.
Patrolling for Evil: Grab the top card of the Villainy Deck and turn it over in front of your HERO/SIDEKICK. This is the crime or
criminal you must defeat! The card will be one of 2 basic types: VILLAIN or SCENARIO(see CARD TYPES below). Also, there
is a COALITION card in the Villainy deck (see SPECIAL RULES below).
Battling Evil: Once you’ve determined who, or what, it is you are battling, you have to determine who is stronger, your HERO
and/or SIDEKICK or the Villainy standing between you and sweet feel-good giantess known as Justice! Beginning with the player
to your left, each player may, in turn, play cards to offer magnanimous help, or viciously hinder, the HERO and/or SIDEKICK.
The Battle ends when you can’t or won’t play any more cards that will affect the outcome.
The following rules apply when playing cards into a battle:
1) A limit of 1 LOCATION may be in play during a battle.
2) A limit of 1 EQUIPMENT per HERO or SIDEKICK may be in play during a battle.
3) A limit of 1 VEHICLE may be in play during a battle.
4) There is NO limit to the number of Citizens in play during a battle.
5) Some SuperCards, known as ACTION CARDS, can be played anytime, and some cannot be played except at specific
times. These cards will tell you that. Listen to them. They know best!
6) There are exceptions to every rule! They are as follows:
a) Cards with like NAMES (such as The City and The City Rooftops) may be played as ATTACHMENTS (that
means they are temporary enhancements to cards already in play) and they double their value (this is
done by adding up all the ATTACHMENTS and doubling them; HERO and SIDEKICK cards never double
their value). No card may be doubled more than once though some cards may double more than one card!
Never double cards because of like TYPES (such as –CITIZEN- or –VEHICLE-)
b) Cards that have a +/- value are positive OR negative as determined by the person who plays the card.
c) Some SuperCards break the rules, so follow the card text when that happens!
-Once everyone has had a turn to play cards, add (and subtract) the values of all cards involved (you always subtract
HERO/SIDEKICK Super values) and if the end result is 0 (zero) or less then the Villainy is defeated! The victorious HERO
and/or SIDEKICK may claim the Villainy Card and any CITIZEN cards from the battle (people (s)he saved!) and place them into a
pile to claim as Hero Points! You stand triumphant! All the other SuperCards are discarded.
-If the total is 1 (one) or more, then Villainy is free to weave its spidery web of fear through The City! Discard all SuperCards in
play, and place the Villainy card off to one side to track the Villainy Points in The City. If the total of the Villainy Points ever
reaches 30 or more, then The City is overrun with malevolence and everyone loses!!! Additionally, the battling player MUST
discard the SIDEKICK they have in play if they lost to a VILLAIN or COALITION. If they have no SIDEKICK, they MUST
discard the HERO they have in play.
Discarding: Once you’ve claimed your Hero Points, or lost to Villainy, you may discard up to 2 cards if you choose to do so.
Saving the day: The game ends when there are no more Villainy Cards left to battle (unless the Villainy Cards have totaled 30 points of
victories over the HEROES and SIDEKICKS (this would be bad, and everyone loses!) and players add up the following to see who was the
most heroic in The City: HERO value, SIDEKICK value, VILLAIN/SCENARIO/COALITION values, CITIZEN/PRESIDENT values

ignoring any + or – on the cards. The player with the highest total wins! Poetic Justice is served! Or Puppet Show Justice, if you
prefer…but everyone wins when fiendish masterminds of naughtiness who would crush our carbon hearts into perfect diamonds of
terror are foiled!
CARD TYPES: The SuperDeck is broken down into several types of cards called SuperCards. They are HERO, SIDEKICK, ACTION,
EQUIPMENT, VEHICLE, LOCATION, and CITIZEN cards.
Super Value Æ

Battle Æ
Modifier

Card NameÆ
Card TypeÆ

The Villainy Deck is broken down into 3 types of cards called Villainy Cards. They are VILLAIN, SCENARIO, and COALITION cards.
Villainy Value Æ

Card NameÆ
Card TypeÆ

’-----------------ÅSpecial Text

CARD DEFINITIONS:
HERO: Your primary defender of all that is good! Their value must equal or exceed the Villainy Value in order to save the day!
SIDEKICK: Your secondary defender of virtue! Their value can be used in place of, or in addition to, the Hero’s Value.
CITIZEN: They can add to (get in the way) or subtract from (help out) a battle a Hero is in! No limits on how many show up!
EQUIPMENT: Like CITIZENS, they can help or hinder a Hero/Sidekick. Usually limited to 1 in play at a time.
LOCATION: Like CITIZENS, they can help or hinder a Hero/Sidekick. Usually limited to 1 in play at a time.
VEHICLE: Like CITIZENS, they can help or hinder a Hero/Sidekick. Usually limited to 1 in play at a time.
ACTION: These cards have NO numerical value and may be played at any time, subject to limitations set forth in their text, and c
can dramatically affect the outcome of a battle and the game! Sometimes they are good, sometimes they are not-so-good…
VILLAIN: The primary form of Villainy in The City. Losing to them will cost you at least a Sidekick…and possibly the game!
SCENARIO: The secondary form of Villainy. Not all Scenarios are evil plots, but they are things your Hero/Sidekick may have to
overcome in order to end a reign of crime! Losing to them won’t normally cost you…except possibly the game!
COALITION: The third and final form of Villainy. Alone they aren’t much, but they are always up to something more nefarious.
Perhaps loosing an atomic bovine on The City, building a robotic assassin, or even possibly getting you Court Martialed!
CARD SYMBOLOGY:
BLUE STAR: This is the Super Value of HEROES and SIDEKICKS. Subtract this from the value of a Battle to see who wins!
This value also counts toward your Hero Points at the end of the game!
YELLOW CIRCLE: This is the Battle Modifier of CITIZENS. It also counts toward your hero points (ignore any + or – on the
cards) at the end of the game! Save lots of CITIZENS from steely doom!
WHITE CIRCLE: This is the Battle Modifier of VEHICLES, LOCATIONS, and EQUIPMENT.
RED STARBURST: This is the primary value you must overcome in a Battle. Other players, including you, can modify this
through usage of SuperCards. The point value counts toward your Hero Points if you win, but if you lose they are added to the
Villainy Points!!! Don your oven mitts of all that is good and stay in the kitchen, stand the heat, and make crime pay for donuts!
RED or GREEN CIRCLES: This is the symbol of action cards. Play them whenever you can. They’ll tell you when. Listen closely!

SPECIAL RULES: Some cards have a special way to be played, and are usually described in their text, but here are some clarifications:
COALITION: When this card is revealed from the Villainy Deck, take an additional card from the Villainy Deck and ATTATCH it to
the COALITION card to represent the COALITION’S nefarious plot! If they are defeated, the victor may add both cards to
their Hero Points. If they are not defeated, shuffle the COALITION back into the Villainy Deck so they can arm themselves to
get ahead in bringing more evil afoot, and add the other Villainy Card to the Villainy Points and prepare to toe the line next time!
JIMMY CARTER, PRESIDENT: Jimmy may be played after other CITIZENS have been played, but once he is in play, no more
CITIZENS may be played. Jimmy counts as a CITIZEN when claiming Hero Points.
THE TERROR: If The Terror is defeated upon his first appearance, he gets shuffled back into the Villainy deck, but the victor
still claims any CITIZENS he saves for Hero Points.
OPTIONAL RULES: Some rules you may like to use to customize your Heroic Destinies!
Not-So-Average-Joes: If you do not have a HERO or SIDEKICK in play, and you do not have a HERO or SIDEKICK in your hand,
you may play a CITIZEN card as your hero (ignore any + or – on the card).
I’m famous: When a Villain or Scenario wins a Battle, it stays in play for the next player’s turn.
Global Fish Fry: When drawing from the Villainy deck, draw 2 cards and ATTATCH them!
Combined weight of terror: Add the 5 advanced (noted by little stars around their values) Villainy Cards to the Villainy deck. Also
increase the Villain Point goal to 35.
League of Superladies: Add the 2 advanced (noted by little stars around their values) SuperCards, both of which are female
Heroes, to the Super Deck. This is highly recommended if you added the 5 advanced Villainy cards.

Sample of Play:

In the prior example Captain Liberty and Nightshade are battling Ninjas. Great Molly Hatchet! What could be worse? Well, for one,
they are fighting them at the LOCATION played by another player known as The City, which adds 5 to their already stalwart 7 (7+5=12),
making them a 12. In addition, there is a CITIZEN played by yet another player, a Bus Driver, who is in danger! This adds another 1,
bringing them to 13!!! (12+1=13) Now we subtract Captain Liberty and Nightshade (a total value of 10), 13-10=3, and Captain Liberty’s
player plays a CITIZEN, a Prisoner, that obviously has some useful information, thus reducing the 3 to a 2 (3-1=2). Additionally, they
play Captain Liberty’s Torch, a nice piece of EQUIPMENT, that normally subtracts 2 from the battle, but since it has the like name
(Captain Liberty) it ATTATCHES to Captain Liberty and is doubled! This makes it a –4!!! So 2-4= -2 and –2 is less than 0, so Captain
Liberty and her SIDEKICK Nightshade win! Captain Liberty claims the Ninjas, the Bus Driver AND the Prisoner for Hero Points. The
LOCATION and EQUIPMENT are discarded. NOTE: The Villainy Points for this game are up to 26 thus far…if Captain Liberty had lost,
then the game would be over as more than 30 points in Villainy had been accumulated!! (26+7=33) As a Hero, you should never let that
happen!
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